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Presentation
Driving your digital potential

Perfect match

Do you know that you deal with us almost every day? When you pay online for your
shopping, when you buy a ticket online, use a mobile app, or receive a digital message
that it is time to pick up a package you have ordered. You have probably used our
solutions more than once.


Where is the core?
Are you struggling to find highly skilled IT professionals who will stay
permanent, motivated, and focused?
Or do you need a ready, secure, and reliable application, platform, or
product for your services?
Does your implemented application require maintenance, IT assistance or
query solving?
Remote mode of work is challenging for you as an employer?


We can handle your project from start to finish, also in the maintenance phase.
We follow the "perfect match principle," assigning the most suitable people to
the projects. 



We were recognised by the Clutch as Top Custom Software Developer in Poland.
We belong to 

Enterprise Europe

Network

Recognised by the Clutch as Top B2B
Company in Poland 2019 and as Top
Software Developers 2019

Top 40 Mobile App

Developers in Poland

2019 by the Manifest

Top App Development

Company, by
AppFutura

Top Rated profile 

by UpWork

Business partners

We work with leading corporations and international SMBs from more than
ten countries ranging from banking, ITC, industry, e-commerce,
automotive, to telecommunication and others.

What we believe in
We start the cooperation with a careful analysis of your needs and
expectations. A strategy and the best model of cooperation is a natural
consequence.

Effective partnership 

We aim at becoming a long-term
technology partner who cares and delivers
solutions to our clients' needs.

Risk-free

Our processes are transparent, and there
are no hidden costs. We provide support at
every stage and assign an account manager
to ensure the optimal flow.



Perfect match

Recruiting is data-driven, and we vet the
candidates rigorously based on our broad
experience in building remote high-tech
teams.

Cost optimalisation

Considering the current market conditions,
we are a cost-optimizing partner without
sacrificing quality. It is possible due to an
efficient, dedicated team from different
parts of Europe that works remotely.

App development & management
We develop web and mobile applications, systems and platforms and
maintain them, using methodologies such as MVP, POC, full-cycle
development, and agile development. 

We also specialize in application management of our clients’ products
(maintancence and day-to-day queries)


We have documented experience in providing systems and applications

for following industries
FinTech (banking, accounting, finances
Chemistr
Automotiv
Trave
E-commerce and service
Augmented reality
and others.


Among our services are: Custom Software, SaaS/PaaS, Digital
Transformation, Product Design and others

Building remote teams
Hire pre-vetted senior remote developers with strong technical
backgrounds and excellent communication skills at an unbeatable price.
Pay just one invoice - no hidden fees.

 

Our candidates are acquired by vetting and profiling through our recruiters
in-house, in close adherence to the client requirements. The recruitment is
a fully automated tech-driven process. 


To retain candidates we develop a workplace 4.0 tool, Motivo as well as
added additional monetary and nonmonetary benefits.


Motivo - HR and Motivation 


This in-house developed application helps the growth and personal development of

platform

workflow through gamification and personalization. 



community members. At this point, it is a platform that enables the optimization of HR

Motivo is available as a stand-alone SaaS product. The platform helps companies
transform to workplace 4.0, boost employee motivation, and digitalize HR processes.


Full cycle product development
We have developed in-house HR gamification platform Motivo. We went
through those stages
Idea Generation and screening. In this initial, crucial stage we have
come up with an idea of Gamification HR Platform that in screening
showed its market niche potentia
Design architecture. It is based on Python (Django) on the backend and
Angular on the fronten
MVP Development. MVP was prepared that won Hackathon 202
Deployment and testing. We have introduced it internally in Vstor
Maintenanc
Commercialization. Motivo is available as SaaS Product



Full cycle product development
We have developed The Archive, an application for managing a seamless
flow of hard copy documents of various permission levels (administrators
and clients of accounting offices)
Idea Generation and screening. The idea come up after an assesment
of client’s need
Design architecture. In backend: Python (Django). Front-end: Angular,
Docker for hosting application on testing server and on priduction sit
MVP Development. MVP was prepared and then implemente
Deployment and testing. We have introduced it to the client’s serve
Maintenanc
Commercialization. The Archive is available as SaaS Product

Augmented Reality app
Augmented Reality placement — inhouse R&D project. Three user-friendly
and easy-to-use products with clean, responsive design and optimized for
viewing on any device for a non-profit organization.


We have optimised Augmented Reality technology into ready-to use for
showcasing application for practically any industry sector.


Read more on our webpage.


MindSonar
Our client, MindSonar, provides a powerful tool for metaprofile analysis. –
discovering a world of thinking patterns, mindset and motivations. Thanks
to this tool, HR professionals can design changes that motivate people,
understand conflicts and how to resolve them.

Their knowledge, eye for detail, and willingness to commit was impressive.
Vstorm’s delivery is – due to the scrum and the sprints – very systematic.
Global Director, Mindsonar

Clutch reviewed

How to build a web app

Our team developed a web application for The Great Orchestra of
Christmas Charity, a non-profit organization that supports and improves
medical care in public hospitals. 



During an annual non-profit event, over 1,700 people in seven cities used
this rowing application. The product quality was the highest priority – there
was no room for errors at such a scale.



Read more on our webpage.


The platform is excellent. Vstorm designed and developed it to a very high
standard.
Event Manager, WOŚP

Clutch reviewed

Project process
Each IT project is unique. However, we follow the best practices
path. Along the years we developed techniques, methods, or
processes—through research and application—that are more

effective at delivering a particular outcome.

6. Support & Maintenance

When customers begin utilizing
the finished product in real life,
various problems occasionally
appear, which need to be dealt
with in order to maintain the
system performance.




5. Deployment

The deployment stage begins
once the system has been tested
and recognized as being ready
for real operating.


1. Analysis

The first SDLC stage is the analysis of the
technical and business requirements
imposed on the end product. 

 






2. Design

Here we create the overall
architecture of the system
and determine which
technologies and
programming languages
are used for the project
development.


3. Implementation

Coding starts, based on
previously formed
documentation (SRS). 

4. Quality Assurance

The purpose of the quality assurance stage (or testing
phase) is a detection and documentation of bugs made
at the design stage. 


Best practices in recruitment
We follow the perfect match principle. We specialize in hiring experienced
remote developers with strong technical and communication skills that
your project requires.


As each project and company is unique, we hear, take time to understand,
and even anticipate what our clients require. This knowledge allows us to
move quickly. Based on our extensive candidate database and
multichannel way of searching, based on profile requirements our
recruitment team can find the right profiles as quickly as in 5 business
days.

Flexible approach & client needs
assessment

After the assesment, we quickly adapt to
dynamic situations and shift in role and
project requirements.


Perfect match principle

We match candidates to the projects, not
other way round. We know how to identify
candidates with the right backgrounds and
skills.



Extensive search and outreach

Thanks to multichannel way of searching,
we meticulously head-hunt the best
candidates via direct contact, in 6 countries
in Europe.

Verification

Before being presented to the clients, the
candidates undergo the process of careful
verification and screening.

Reporting

Vstorm delivers personalized reporting. We
transparently track performance of each
recruitment project and and constantly
improve cooperation, iteration-byiteration.

In-house recruitment team

Experienced team that is able to perform
rigorous vetting and screening of
prospective candidates.

Our technology team
Here are some of technologies we work with:

Jav
PH
Pytho
Javascrip
DevOp
Reac
Vue.j
Angular


IO
Androi
Flutte
QA Manual Testin
QA Automation Testin
Linu
Machine Learnin
Clou
Aritificial Intelligence


Vstorm's application enabled the client to gather important insights from
organized data. They were able to execute innovative solutions to improve
internal analysis.
Clutch reviewed
Director, Fashion Retailer

Acting worldwide
We are acting on the international market
We collaborate with clients from 7+ countries around the world
(United States, United Kindgdom, Poland, France, Germany,
Netherlands and Austria
We recruit in European Union and Ucraine.


Networking and partnership
We belong to The Enterprise Europe Network, that helps businesses
—
innovate and grow on an international scale. It is the world’s largest support
network for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with international
ambitions. 


We offer paid internships in order to attract new talents. That is why we
maintain a partnership with WSB University in Wroclaw and with The
Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and Ave (IPCA) in Portugal.



Make a positive impact

We know it is our turn to give back to the world. Community Social
Responsibility means having a positive impact on our societies.


In Vstorm we save 30 trees per year as we

We organize crowdfunding campaigns, buy

are a paperless, zero waste community.

hardware and donate to unpriviliged
children to help them learn new
technologies.

To ensure that our community is fair and

We developed a web app for The Great

100% talent-based, we focus on diversity

Orchestra of Christmas Charity, NGO that

and inclusion.

supports medical care in public hospitals.

Are you interested?

Antoni Kozelski
Chief Executive Officer

antoni@vstorm.co
/ LinkedIn

Marta Chomiuk
Chief Operating Officer

marta@vstorm.co


LinkedIn

Company contact:
Vstorm Sp. z o.o. 

48 Waniliowa STR, 

51‑180 Wroclaw, 

Poland, EU

VAT-ID: PL8952220262

Social media:
Facebook
LinkedIn
Instagram
Clutch

